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Last year we sought to consolidate our strong position, to embed change and consider
what we want of the Service in the future. In the year ahead we continue to benefit from a
balanced budget and are able to reinvest in people, training and equipment. We will focus
on using our capacity to build strong collaborations and seek to develop an organisational
culture based on our values.

2017... The Year Ahead

Our results in all areas remain strong and we 
are delivering an increasingly complex
portfolio of projects and services, often in
collaboration with others. We have reflected
on the long-term cultural legacy of austerity,
industrial action and other change and
anticipated the changes needed within our
organisational culture to meet the challenge of
the Government’s reform agenda. 

We remain in a strong financial position, and
whilst we will still see funding cuts in future years
these are far less significant than those we have
previously dealt with. Based on our current
budget assumption, we have sufficient reserves to
meet the majority of these challenges throughout
the four year settlement period.  

Reinvesting savings in people,
training and equipment
We will continue to review opportunities for
savings but with an even greater emphasis on 
re-investing savings in service improvements, 
in people, training and equipment whilst making
sure our strong financial controls continue to
protect our financial position.  

Using our capacity to build
strong collaborations so we can
remain strong in the future
Continued falling incident numbers provides
increased capacity to undertake more broader
activity to make Lancashire safer and we have a
strong history of working with others in this way.
While we are now subject to a legal duty to
collaborate, partnership working is nothing new
for us. We will further strengthen our strategic

alliances and proactively seek opportunities to
collaborate in the ways that best meet our
operational capacity, suit our organisational
purpose and add value to the public. These
strong collaborations will deliver a strong future
position for the Service. 

Organisational culture 
based on values  
The future role of a firefighter could see us
delivering more of the types of services we have
seen so far and will require a workforce that is well
equipped to support these changes. Changes to
our external operating environment also require us
to focus more clearly on developing a stronger
organisation culture based on clear values and
leadership. This is a challenging future. We need a
workforce that is well equipped to support these
changes; one that is confident in its abilities, has
adaptable skills and is able to act with authority
and responsibility.

We are a strongly performing Service, with a
highly committed and professional workforce. 
We consistently achieve strong results – in our
operations and the projects we deliver – and I
know that the year ahead will see further continual
improvements to deliver improved outcomes for
the people of Lancashire we are here to serve.

Chris Kenny
Chief Fire Officer
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Prevention: We will seek to prevent fires and other emergencies such as road traffic 
collisions, flooding, wildfire and search and rescue activities, from happening in the
first place as we believe this is the best way to make Lancashire safer. We focus our
efforts on helping people start safe, live safe, age safe and use our roads safely;
targeting our resources at those most vulnerable.

Protection: We will reduce regulatory burden by supporting local businesses to help 
them reduce fire risk and remain compliant with fire safety legislation and will lead
effective enforcement activity where businesses fail to commit to fire safety.

Preventing fires and other emergencies 
from happening and Protecting people
and property when fires happen

Actively Participate in Health
and Wellbeing Boards
Health and Wellbeing boards bring together
leaders from the health and care system to
collaborate on activities that will improve the
health and wellbeing of their local population and
join-up local NHS and social care services.

We will:
• Ensure that LFRS is represented on

these boards so that opportunities 
for collaboration can be identified 
or developed, and information 
sharing agreements agreed to help 
us reach the most vulnerable people 
in our communities.

Implement Safe and Well Visits 
across the Service
Safe and Well Visits will replace our Home Fire
Safety Check service and will target the most
vulnerable people in our communities. As well
as providing fire safety advice, we also provide
brief interventions and referrals for specialist
advice on dementia, social isolation, diabetes,
healthy homes, falls prevention, home security
and mental health and wellbeing. 

We will:
• Continue with our pilot to develop 

the process.
• Roll-out training to all Firefighters and

Community Safety Advisors.
• Aim to implement the visits to all parts of

the Service by April 2018.
• Continue to develop information sharing

partnerships, for example, Springboard
to generate high risk referrals.
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Deliver Action Plans for 
Start Safe, Live Safe, Age Safe 
and Road Safety.
Following a Government review that
highlighted the impacts of health inequalities
across England, LFRS has developed four
thematic action plans – Start Safe, Live Safe,
Age Safe and Road Safety – which aim to
deliver meaningful prevention activities and
services to help and support people in
collaboration with our partners. 

We will:
• Review the Cadet units model and

Childsafe Plus education package.
• Explore volunteering within LFRS.
• Progress dementia activities with

continued Dementia Friends Awareness
Sessions to LFRS staff and local
community groups.

• Develop a new road safety package for
Year 6 and continue to progress with the
Wasted Lives, Safe Drive Stay Alive and
Biker Down packages.



We seek to deliver high standards of operational response. We prepare and plan for
emergencies so that when an emergency happens and we have to respond, we do it
quickly, with right training, the right information and the right equipment to deal with the
incident effectively and safely.

Responding to Fire and Other
Emergencies Quickly and Competently

Roll-out of Emergency 
First Responding
As part of a national pilot, we are 
delivering Emergency First Responding to
‘Red One cardiac arrest’ calls from
Blackburn, Darwen, Great Harwood,
Hyndburn, Morecambe, Nelson and
Ormskirk Fire Stations. 

We will:
• Seek to roll-out Emergency First

Responding to all fire stations in
Lancashire, providing training 
and health and wellbeing support 
to all staff who will undertake the 
role. Our ability to deliver this 
ambition depends on continued
support from NWAS and our staff
representative bodies.

Emergency Cover Review
An Emergency Cover Review is a key
component of the Fire Authority’s risk
management framework, carried out to make
sure that our emergency response provision
matches fire risk in Lancashire and is 
efficient and effective. The review was
scheduled to take place in 2016 but was
delayed to facilitate consolidation of the
impacts of the last review.

We will:
• Undertake a strategic review of activity

levels, changes in fire risk and the
availability of resources. The Combined
Fire Authority will consider options and
proposals and consultation will
commence during the Summer.

Emergency Services Mobile
Communications Project
(ESMCP)
This is a national project to replace the national
Airwave communications network, currently in
its planning stages. It will provide the
emergency services with voice and broadband
data services.

We will:
• Work within the region to plan the project

for regional delivery within the national 
project timescales.

Evaluation of the Water Tower
We are currently trialling the use of a new
Water Tower. By the end of the year it will have
been in service at both Blackburn and Burnley.

We will:
• Evaluate the use and impact of the 

Water Tower and identify future options.
We will ensure that all research and
development learning will be shared
nationally via the new Research and
Development national hub to benefit
other Fire and Rescue Services.
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Incident Command Units
Formerly known as mobile fire stations, our
Incident Command Units are critical to how we
manage complex or larger scale incidents. The
existing two units are scheduled for replacement.

We will:
• Review current and future needs of our

Incident Command Units and begin a
review of the marketplace. 

Multi Compartment Firefighting
Training Unit
Delivery of a bespoke training facility – the 
multi-compartment firefighting unit – will
enhance our ability to replicate and train 
against national learning. It will also offer
increased scope to deliver a wider range of
training scenarios in the future which will help 
to broaden staff experience and will provide
practical learning in challenging compartment
fire situations using real and simulated fires. 

We will:
• Deliver the new unit, develop safe 

systems of work aligned to the new 
facility and commence with training 
using the prop during 2017. 

Strengthen our 
Operational Assurance
To make sure our plans, service orders and
operational practice are the safest and most
effective they can be, this year our focus falls
more greatly on bringing together all the work
we undertake to plan, prepare, test and learn
from our operations.

We will:
• Review all new National Operational

Guidance (NOG) and make amendments
(where necessary) to Standard Operating
Procedures and associated training
activity which will be aligned to new
national training specifications. The first
suite of regional guidance documents is
currently being processed with an
anticipated go-live date of June 2017. 

• Ensure that we effectively use the National
Operational Learning (NOL) tool to share
our learning and to learn from others.

• Build our incident command training team.

• Review and strengthen our operational
assurance framework focusing on
preparedness, response and learning.

• Review how well JESIP (Joint Emergency
Services Interoperability Programme) is
embedded and continue to expand our
multi-agency training and exercising.

Strengthening and Improving
our RDS 
Our RDS programme continues to identify ideas
through which capacity issues can be
addressed. Last year’s programme was about
structures and processes. This year we will
embed some of the actions arising from last year
and focus more greatly on operations –
particularly looking to address the high numbers
of staff we have in development within RDS.

We will:
• Implement revised RDS pay.
• Embed the role of Retained Support

Officers.
• Develop a consistent means by which

RDS firefighters can be supported to
complete their development more quickly
after finishing their initial training at STC.

• Enhance our Supervisory Manager’s
Incident Command knowledge and skills
by increasing the training and
development opportunities on offer.

PORIS
To strengthen ownership of risk information and
develop Service Delivery staff capability in using
and populating the PORIS framework, we will
make sure that staff have the skills to collate
consistent, timely, accurate and relevant
operational risk information.

We will:
• Embed PORIS across the Service,

implementing further training for all staff in
May 2017, with roll out to be completed by
April 2018.



To be successful at Making Lancashire safer we seek to develop a confident, 
vibrant and inclusive culture where there is a shared awareness, understanding of and
commitment to our aim; our direction of travel and our values and behaviours. 

Valuing our people so they can focus 
on making Lancashire safer

Further Embed Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion in all
Aspects of our Service
We recognise that we can only provide an
effective service to our communities if we
recognise the diversity within our communities
and enable our workforce to meet their needs
and concerns by having an inclusive
workplace which reflects our values and
expected behaviours.

We will:
• Recruit a more diverse workforce whilst

maintaining high entry standards.
• Embed positive action within 

district plans.

Implement Revised 
Staff Induction
The staff induction package and process 
has been reviewed to bring together a 
corporate approach.

We will:
• Develop and implement a corporate

induction where our values, behaviours
and expected standards are
communicated clearly to all new staff 
and to those who may be changing role.

Implement Revised
Performance Management
Appraisals 
Performance management appraisals are key
to helping staff link their own roles to the
expectations of the organisational culture and
helps to embed our organisational values.

We will:
• Implement a simplified performance

management framework where line
mangers use performance appraisals 
to explain how individuals fit into the
organisation and where all staff are 
given feedback on their performance
against our values, behaviours and
expected standards.

Build a Strong and 
Resilient Workforce
Building personal resilience at a time of
change is an important part of developing an
organisational culture where we take seriously
the physical and mental health and well-being
of our staff.

We will:
• Implement TRIM – a new form of critical 

incident debriefing.
• Continue to promote fitness and 

fitness testing.
• Deliver distress management and 

self-care training.
• Review lone worker arrangements.
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Implement a 
Leadership Conference
Managers report that they want to meet with
their peers (both operational and support staff)
to improve their networks, hear from the Board
about the direction of travel for LFRS and
continue to use an action learning centred
approach to working through issues.

We will:
• Deliver two leadership conferences led

by the Chief and Executive Board which
will meet at the start of the year and
middle of the year.

Develop leadership capability
to support organisational
cultural and develop leaders
now and for the future
Whilst there is development for people who
have been appointed to a development
‘pathway’, there is a need to provide
development opportunities and refresher
training for those staff who are not identified 
as being on a specific ‘pathway’.

We will:
• Deliver a leadership development

programme to operational and support
line managers with a view to developing
inclusive and transformational leaders
who can support the development of
behaviours which positively influence 
our culture and embed our values.

Review Images, Symbols 
and Recognition of Staff 
LFRS has a long history and proud traditions.
However, we need to strike the right balance on
how we present ourselves internally and
externally to make sure we are reflecting the
inclusive culture we want to encourage. 

We will:
• Review imagery and symbols within 

our organisation.
• Further review arrangements to

recognise staff contributions to reflect
our values and behaviours.

Deliver an Apprentice Strategy
LFRS welcomes government direction
towards employing apprentices as this helps
to diversify our workforce. We have already
recruited apprentices within some support
areas. The development of new
apprenticeship frameworks will open up the
opportunity to create more apprenticeships
in more areas across the Service.

We will:
• Finalise our apprentice strategy 

and roll-out recruitment of apprentices
in agreed areas subject to the
appropriate apprenticeship frameworks
being in place.

Review Day Crewing at 
Day Crewing Stations
The Day Crewing System has inefficiencies
caused by staff shortages requiring frequent
detachments. It is thought that a more
flexible crewing system where crew
members provide the same level of cover
but in a more flexible rostering system can
help reduce the shortfalls whilst also offering
tangible staff benefits. Staff at Bacup are
currently undertaking a trial of the flexible
day crewing system.

We will:
• Review the findings of the trial and seek

to roll out the flexible day crewing
model to other day crewing stations.



We aim to use our resources efficiently and effectively to provide the best 
possible, resilient fire and rescue service for the people of Lancashire.

Delivering value for money in how we
use our resources

Invest in Training Facilities
Whilst our new Community Fire Stations have
excellent local training facilities, some of our
older or more remote stations lack space and
equipment to help staff train locally. To reduce
the need to travel to the Service Training
Centre or to other parts of the Service, we will
be increasing provision of local facilities which
will help maintain operational competence.

The purpose built fire house at STC is used to
recreate realistic fire conditions but requires
investment to make sure it continues to meet
modern day training requirements.

We will:
• Start work to scope the development of

an area-based training facility in the north
and west of the County.

• Scope plans to refurbish the fire house 
building at STC to consider emerging
risks and the requirements of the new 
national specification.

Property Collaborations 
and Co-location
We have worked with Lancashire Police 
and NWAS for many years to share
accommodation and identify opportunities for
the joint development of property in order to
co-locate staff and resources

We will:
• Develop N12 Morecambe to provide 

co-located facilities.
• Continue to build a new combined fire

and ambulance station at N11 Lancaster.

• Scope further opportunities, for example,
building a new combined fire and
ambulance station at C50 Preston.

Building a Fleet and 
Transport Workshop
Facilities for fleet and transport workshop 
at Headquarters were currently cramped, 
out-of-date and inefficient.

We will:
• Improve facilities by scoping and

planning the building of a new workshop
at STC.

Strategic Alliance with
Lancashire Constabulary
LFRS has had a close working relationship
with Lancashire Constabulary for decades.
More recently we have entered into service
level agreements to undertake some activities
on their behalf; for example, gaining entry to
property in medical emergencies. Our Chief
Officer Boards meet regularly and senior
managers work closely to collaborate
informally on projects.

We will:
• Confirm our alliance arrangements with the

Constabulary in a shared strategic
document owned by both organisations.
There are currently no plans for the PCC to
become involved in the Fire Authority and
we are not looking at merging services.
The alliance is about finding opportunities
to collaborate to achieve mutual strategic
aims – keeping our communities safer
being our joint purpose.
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Information 
Management Strategy
How we collect, use, store and retrieve
information is intrinsic to all our work. We have
an information management strategy which
sets out actions that we will take to improve
this aspect of our work.

We will:
• Seek to improve records management

and create tools to improve our use of
key documents.

• Introduce an integrated planning and
performance framework. 



Our Annual Service Plan 2017

Preventing fires and other emergencies from happening and
Protecting people and property when they happen

• Actively Participate in Health and Wellbeing Boards.
• Implement Safe and Well visits across the Service.
• Deliver Action Plans for Start Safe, Live Safe, Age Safe and Road Safe.

Responding to fire and other emergencies quickly and competently

• Roll out of Emergency First Responding.
• Emergency Cover Review.
• Emergency Services Mobile Communications Project (ESMCP).
• Evaluation of the Water Tower.
• Incident Command Units.
• Multi Compartment Firefighting Training Unit.
• Strengthen our operational assurance.
• Strengthening and improving our RDS.
• Embed PORIS.

Valuing our people so they can focus on making Lancashire safer

• Further embed equality, diversity and inclusion in all aspects of our Service.
• Implement revised staff induction.
• Implement revised performance management appraisals with a view to

embedding our organisational values.
• Build a strong and resilient workforce.
• Implement a leadership conference.
• Develop leadership capability to support our organisational culture and

develop leaders now and for the future.
• Review images, symbols and recognition of staff.
• Deliver an apprentice strategy.
• Review day crewing at day crewing stations.

Delivering value for money in how we use our resources

• Invest in training facilities.
• Property collaborations and co-location.
• Building a fleet and transport workshop.
• Strategic alliance with the Lancashire Constabulary.
• Information management strategy.


